
Pinnacle 2071 

Chapter 2071 The Ultimate Trap 

Levi guffawed and announced, “It’s nothing much! Just set my men free and allow us to leave with the 

sunstones!” 

Without a second thought, they yelled at him the moment they heard his request, “No!” 

“If that’s the case, I’m afraid she’s still taking the express ride to hell!” 

Afraid Levi would take her out after he warned them, Sammy urged, “Just listen to him!” 

“Are you sure? It’s a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity! Are we really supposed to set them free?” 

“He’s right! I’m afraid we won’t get our hands on them again in the future! Those from Lab of Gods are 

going to take things out on us once they make it here!” 

She questioned her comrades-in-arms with different ideas in return, “Are you trying to sacrifice me for a 

greater cause?” 

“H-Huh? N-No… W-We’re…” 

they couldn’t make up their minds, Levi repeated himself, “Hurry up and make up your mind 

leading the forces instructed, “S-Set them free at 

to ensure 

the sunstones, instructing Phoenix, “They’re 

Kirin and the rest made their way out with the sunstones, he yelled, “We’re running out of time! Work 

something out 

bay for a short time because Bruce would keep the sunstones safe at the cost of Sammy’s life once 

party had less than thirty minutes to think of something 

Dragon and Kirin would be able to 

those going after them at once! Also, get me the 

party safe, Levi got them the master plan of Triple Group’s operation, allowing 

and his party made their way out with the sunstones and met 

Have they disappeared into thin air or something? Where are 

way those from Triple Group would allow Kirin and his party to 

the boats to locate the fleeing party. However, they couldn’t pick up the 

found out his comrades had finally made it to safety since those around him couldn’t track them 

Chapter 2072 The Plan Of Levi 



Levi couldn’t leave because Bruce would dispatch the forces within his disposal to go after Kirin and his 

people once he fled the scene. 

If that happened, he might end up losing the fight. Thus, he had to stay behind to keep Bruce occupied 

and distracted for as long as possible. 

He continued strangling Sammy and remarked with a vicious smirk, “Bruce, are you a sloth or 

something? What’s taking you so long?” 

“Huh?” 

Bruce was taken aback since no one had ever addressed him with his first name. On top of that, he 

thought the mysterious figure sounded like Levi a lot. 

Irked, Bruce asked in return, “Who are you? Why are you trying to imitate Levi?” 

queried, “What you do mean 

with! Just wait until I take you into custody 

everything and anything, including sacrificing Sammy, for 

“Mr. Johnston, no! If we try anything rash, 

begging Bruce to show Sammy some mercy, the man instructed in a callous tone, “Take him out! I don’t 

care if 

Triple Group, including 

Triple Group, but she’s just another nobody for me! I won’t allow him to threaten me when she 

out even if it comes at the cost of 

ones Triple Group had gathered around knew they couldn’t afford to defy Bruce’s instructions. Thus, 

they got themselves geared up for the 

hand, Sammy was shocked when she found out Bruce couldn’t 

in danger for him, but he doesn’t even hesitate when your life 

you 

Chapter 2073 Trump Card Of Bruce 

It was then Bruce dispatched the pure energy beings he brought along to go after Levi. He had control 

over their minds. Thus, they would never defy his instructions. 

He had long conducted all sorts of experiments just to get himself ready for battles with pure energy 

beings since he knew it would be inevitable in the future. 

The demise of Jared had enabled him to get his hands on the things it would take to get rid of pure 

energy beings. 



He spent a long time trying to sort out the potential crisis awaiting him because it was a mission 

impossible for him to recreate the said experiment due to the lack of superparticles. 

The thought of pure energy beings turning their backs against him crossed his mind as well the moment 

he thought of creating them. 

In the end, his superior, one of the high-rank officials of Lab of Gods, instructed him to conduct the 

experiments since they possessed the techniques to take out pure energy beings. 

take out pure energy beings to them since it 

he figured out he wasn’t 

Lab of Gods since the high-rank officials possessed the capability to take out pure energy 

work hard and qualify himself as a high-rank official in order to figure out the secrets and the visions of 

reason he 

Bruce dispatched 

anything else he could do to get his hands on their whereabouts since they had 

of deploying a majority of his forces to locate the fleeing bunch, his effort was 

Levi had been distracting those going after Kirin on their behalf, he knew he had to leave the rest 

way to the central business district of Stellar City through 

in quite a huge trouble. One of my aides told me Bruce had dispatched a majority of his men to stop 

anyone from leaving Keerea without his consent! He has also dispatched beings on par with the power 

of 

cards, but she knew nothing about the beings on par with God 

Chapter 2074 Illusions 

Although Bruce had always introduced himself as a high-rank official of Lab of Gods, Levi was well aware 

that wasn’t the case. 

It was the perfect time for him to figure out the actual capabilities of Lab of Gods through his showdown 

with Bruce. 

“What exactly do you have in mind? Aren’t you supposed to be on the run instead of touring my 

house?” Sammy asked with her eyes widened in disbelief since Levi continued strolling around as if he 

couldn’t care less. 

Levi asked in a sarcastic manner, “Why am I supposed to get worked up when you’re here with me? I 

mean, aren’t we on the same boat?” 

The doubtful Sammy asked when she linked the missing pieces of puzzles together, “Who on earth are 

you? Where are you from?” 



“Me? Have I not told you that I’m Levi?” he introduced himself again and removed his cap, revealing his 

face. 

“Stop lying since you can always disguise…” 

Halfway through her sentence, she thought of something and rephrased her question, “Are you 

seriously telling me you’re the one and only Levi?” 

Sammy gaped in disbelief as the man in front of her asserted, “Yes, that’s me!” 

keep her in the dark anymore. Similarly, Sammy finally returned to her senses and acknowledged the 

man in front 

disbelief, “How have you made it out 

man? How has he rendered me 

beam, “Well, we’re not really supposed to rely on our eyes since 

Are you indicating that everything 

the rest of the world. Thus, she couldn’t figure out the things the man had done to deceive the rest of 

have to worry because I’m certain we’re going to make it out alive as long as we work 

the safe house, Levi got his hands on Sammy’s information and found out she was really something 

one wicked 

by the members of Triple Group. Hence, he thought of taking her away with him once he figured out 

a piece of cake for him to keep them 

his forces surrounding Stellar City. No one could possibly leave the city 

“Find them!” 

aware of the things we’re up to! I want everyone to be on the lookout for the cunning duo! 

to go after the duo 

other hand, Levi slouched against the couch idly while perusing the information 

Chapter 2075 The Showdown 

On the other end of the city, Levi remained calm as always while Sammy shared the bad news with him, 

“They’re still trying to search for us! What are we supposed to do? I don’t think we can last for another 

day! Aren’t we supposed to be on the run?” 

To her surprise, the man remarked with a smile, “It won’t even take Bruce another day to find us! After 

all, he’s quite a capable man!” 

“Hurry up and gather Sammy’s aide at once!” 

Shortly after Sammy’s most trusted aides gathered around, Bruce asked, “Where’s she?” 



Sammy’s aides started playing dumb. One of them mentioned, “Mr. Johnston, we’re not sure since 

we’re still trying to reach her!” 

“Stop acting in front of me—I’m aware all of you are still keeping in touch with her. As a matter of fact, a 

few of you have been sharing our plans with her.” 

Bruce’s reply took them by surprise. He yelled when one of them tried to say something, “I’ll give all of 

you another chance to make up your mind! If you tell me the truth, I’ll return the favor and allow you to 

join the Lab of Gods! Similarly, I won’t spare those arrogant ones any mercy!” 

by the offer since it was a lot of 

us even if we 

you guys aware that 

they were certain Bruce would take them out at 

“Kill them!” 

and got his subordinates to take out the ones confusing the rest without a second thought, startling 

those 

no way I’m going to kill the ones doing me 

Mr. Johnston is going to provide you everything you need as long as you prove yourself 

alive exchanged glances and made up their minds to 

Sammy and 

with his eyes gleaming, “Send everyone there 

of them asked, 

as if he was 

scene, but 

Chapter 2076 A Surprise 

“They’re coming!” 

The two pure energy beings stood out amongst the rest. It was then Levi knew he couldn’t afford to take 

his foes lightly anymore. 

How am I supposed to describe them? Sunstones! They’re beings similar to the sunstones since they’re 

structured differently from humans! 

I’m impressed, Jared! Actually, I’m glad you’re dead! Otherwise, you’re going to bring upon even more 

horrifying beings to the battlefield! 

Levi knew it was time to keep the rest of his concerns to himself since he had to deal with those 

affiliated with Lab of Gods. 



Although pure energy beings were there to take Levi out, Bruce was afraid things might go wrong and 

sent the rest to help them out since Levi had Sammy with her. 

Sammy could easily render most of Bruce’s forces incapable of movement since her capabilities were 

meant to take charge of them. 

She got herself engaged in an intense fight with more than ten of Bruce’s forces, sharing the burden of 

Levi as he had to deal with the rest on their behalf. 

Similarly, Bruce knew he couldn’t afford to let his guard down even though it seemed as if they would 

triumph at the end of the day. 

They just 

guys made use of the equipment?” 

their whereabouts! It seemed like they had 

there’s no way we’re getting our hands on them! Send a few to try their 

sent to locate Kirin and sunstones 

it would be tough for him to flee with Sammy once 

Bang! 

Bang! 

beings were on par with Levi in terms of speed. They could easily keep up with him and 

the fighters since a punch from Levi was all it took to take them out. Soon, 

themselves involved in the fight since they were no match 

Levi through the aid of the reinforcement he had sent to fight 

Ironically, those he sent were the ones who 

changed their minds and kept Sammy occupied throughout Levi’s fight with 

Bam! Bam! 

away seconds after Levi 

Chapter 2077 Undefeatable Pure Energy Beings 

Bang! 

Bang! 

In quick succession, Levi launched two punches against the pure energy beings. Upon the impact, they 

went flying backward. 

Crack! 



Crack! 

After Levi’s blows, their armor began to fall apart. 

Even after being sent back for a few hundred meters, the pure energy beings showed no sign of 

stopping. 

Their faces contorted in pain. 

It was the first time everyone witnessed the pure energy beings in such a pained state. 

The astonishing sight left them stunned. 

Their opponent must be immensely powerful! 

Everyone assumed that pure energy beings existed solely to wreak havoc and murder their enemies. 

Hence, they were considered undefeatable. But for the first time, the pure energy beings met an 

opponent who was strong enough to take them down. 

After a hundred meters, the pure energy beings finally regained their balance as they recovered from 

the blows Levi delivered. 

But all of a sudden, a strange look crossed their faces. 

Bang! Bang! Bang! 

A string of loud bangs echoed from within their bodies. 

Blast was 

energy beings were attacked with an onslaught 

the explosions went off within the pure energy beings’ 

in the air. The repeated detonations had reduced their bodies to a pile of flesh and bones. The pure 

energy beings were a far 

second time 

first employed it to defeat The Annihilator 

time, his technique was revealed to the whole 

single move, 

sort of technique was that?” In an uproar, everyone began to gossip amongst themselves. After all, they 

hadn’t seen such a powerful technique before. Furthermore, it proved to be powerful enough to defeat 

the pure 

mumbled as they looked at the pure energy 

looked like their bodies would be 

They were speechless. 



machines be destroyed as soon as they were introduced? 

in joy as she watched the fight. Levi truly is an impressive fighter. He managed to defeat Bruce’s greatest 

weapons. I might be 

the pure energy 

rest glanced 

of anxiousness were quickly 

the pure energy beings face their defeat 

his composure. “Watch,” he 

caused him to suspect that 

he watched the fight, it 

if the 

he quickly dispelled the 

Blast was an explosive technique that was unheard of before this. Therefore, Bruce 

ended, the bodies of the pure energy beings were 

a drastic turn. “Something bad is about to 

to his predictions, the two pure energy beings began to heal themselves as the wounds littered across 

their skin faded 

of an eye, they had 

the regeneration, they looked 

true strength wielded 

Chapter 2078 Surrounded By Death 

With the pure energy beings hot on Levi’s heels, things were getting heated. 

No matter the method used, they could not be mortally wounded. 

Due to their regeneration capabilities, the pure energy beings would gradually wear their opponents 

out. Once their enemies grew tired, they would attack. 

Furthermore, the two pure energy beings chasing after Levi were stronger than most. 

They were capable of killing Levi. 

The longer this dragged out, the higher the possibility that Bruce’s army would take control of the 

situation. 

Furthermore, the Lab of Gods would use this time to send in their advanced warriors. 



Once all of these forces were deployed, it would be a matter of life or death for Levi. 

Hence, he could not afford to get caught up by these pure energy beings. Any more setbacks would put 

him in a precariously dangerous situation. 

As soon as Levi tried to run, the two pure energy beings did all they could to pin him down. 

At the same time, Bruce sent more of his men to chase after Levi. 

“Bring more men here! Make sure you capture Sammy too,” Bruce ordered. 

He wanted to see if the man would abandon Sammy. 

more men 

witches and wizards amongst the group of men 

Sammy had the ability to control others, Bruce 

bunch disrupting Sammy’s focus, she found herself fighting an 

men, Sammy was attacked from all sides. Promptly, a strong force collided against her body as Sammy 

dire situation like 

of Bruce’s subordinates stepped forward. “Mr. Johnston, our forces will be 

this was the extent of Bruce’s 

brunt 

their arrival, Levi would be 

Levi could escape by slaughtering everyone, it was an 

“Two more minutes!” 

the witches’ control, Levi backtracked and 

She is 

coldly as he watched the duo. “With how things turned out, they must have been working 

rescued Sammy, Bruce concluded that they must 

was a perfect opportunity for Bruce. Now that Levi had to carry a deadweight 

a wave of Bruce’s hand, his forces leaped into action. Immediately, 

was heavily injured, could 

minute. Once the army 

his subordinate’s report, he found 

With him as my prisoner, I can draw the rest of 



Bruce’s approaching army could be heard. The deafening sounds of his marching troops and 

air forces 

blockade formation and aimed their weapons at 

Chapter 2079 Facing Cyrus 

Bruce’s army was only a few seconds shy from arriving on scene. 

Levi was yet to shake the pure energy beings off his trail. 

“Quick, think of something!” In desperation, Levi roared at Sammy. 

His loud yell caused Sammy’s mood to shift. 

All of a sudden, a group of teenagers emerged from the crowd. 

More specifically, the group was comprised of thirteen to fourteen-year-old girls and boys. 

They were the infamous band from the Triple Group who earned the nickname “Genesis Devils” due to 

their ferocity and ability to strike fear into their victims. 

All of a sudden, they lunged toward the advanced warriors from the Lab of Gods. 

Before this, the teenagers hadn’t had the chance to demonstrate their strength. They were only 

subservient to Sammy’s orders. 

After Sammy was captured, they bade their time. 

No one else from the Triple Group dared to order them around. 

They managed to hide in a corner, right under Bruce’s nose, without garnering any attention. 

Genesis Devils received Sammy’s order, they attacked the advanced 

could not fend themselves against the Genesis Devils’ ferocious 

advanced warriors, the 

the same time, six members broke off from the group to stall the pure energy 

the perfect opportunity for Levi and 

Levi and Sammy managed to break free from 

gathered forces and made his way 

to stop him, 

together and managed to stop the advanced warriors from the Lab of Gods. At the same time, they used 

was fixated intensely on Levi, the Genesis Devils 

Bruce gaped at the scene before 



the Triple Group have 

it looks like they are the products of the Devil Genesis Project. It 

years ago, the Lab of Gods established a plan 

time, they worked with Triple Group and formed a plan to 

plans were almost 

“God” was slightly more advanced, and instead of providing full support to Triple Group, the Lab of Gods 

only 

Group’s Devil Genesis Project would create killing machines, who were, 

in their wildest dreams would they have expected that Triple Group’s technology was much more 

advanced. Though their technology was yet to triumph the Lab of 

had a high success rate in producing thirteen subject successfully. Most importantly, they were much 

more powerful 

hid these teenagers from the public’s eye. Their presence went 

the higher-ups of Triple Group were aware of 

bloodthirsty and powerful. After they were fully developed, everyone found it impossible 

Chapter 2080 The Powerful Cyrus 

“Haha! Great! I’ve forgotten about him!” Bruce was surprised and delighted. 

He thought he was going to lose Levi and Sammy. 

Unexpectedly, Cyrus appeared again. 

Cyrus always showed up during the crucial moments. It seemed like he managed to prove himself again 

this time. 

“I’m going to owe him a favor. Quick! Go after them!” Bruce sighed. 

Levi tried his best to escape with Sammy upon breaking the defense barrier. 

Right then, Sammy finally understood. 

It’s not that Levi can’t escape, but he’s dragging the time. 

In fact, he could have run away earlier. However, he stayed because he wanted to stop Bruce and the 

people from Lab of Gods. With that, the rest would have more time to escape. 

Now that he had achieved his goals, he retreated immediately. 

Sammy instantly realized something. 

Levi was calm in my house just now because he was dragging the time. It turned out that he was waiting 

for Bruce. 



also understood what Levi was trying 

never let him off! Fortunately, Cyrus is 

when he was running away with Sammy, “I didn’t expect you to 

was talking about what happened when 

save 

the end. “I’m curious about what you’re going to do. Besides, I want to know your true identity! Initially, 

I planned to end everything before Bruce is here, but I’ve underestimated you and your men. Not to 

understood upon 

she plans to handle everything on her own. Unfortunately, the situation went out of her control in 

young devils under 

Levi and Sammy ran out of 

were now close to the 

get into the ocean, 

fighters from Lab of Gods and Triple 

Levi at once, or else all of them 

sudden. It seemed like someone was already waiting 

deep trouble!” Levi said in a deep 

“Trouble?” Sammy looked confused. 

than the pure energy beings!” Levi’s 

an alternative 

guy has been targeting us since earlier! If we move somewhere else, we might end up getting 

surrounded. We have to charge forward from here and win the battle as quickly as possible!” Levi said 

at the beach, they saw a man sitting on top of a 


